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JP McCafferty
Introduction
Appendix 2: Mainly People includes an eclectic mix of
photographs, images, anecdotes, CVs and memorabilia concerning
the people who made Scott Wilson Scotland from the earliest
beginnings until it was acquired by US giant URS in 2010. Most of
the content is from my own archive, some from those who responded
to my call for contributions.
Also included is some information about leading figures from
elsewhere in the Scott Wilson Group who exercised some positive
influence over those from SW Scotland who travelled afar. There is
also a smattering of information about events, exhibitions, dinners,
people and the like outside the immediate workaday life of Scott
Wilson that gives some idea of the professional and social life of
those who ‘were there’.
William Leslie Scott 1889-1950

There must be many more images and other information ‘out there’
that could be included in this website so, if you have any
memorabilia, comments or contributions that you think should be
included, please let me know at jamesp.mccafferty@btinternet.com.
Contents and Index
There is a contents list with hyperlinks for Appendix 2. Everything is
listed alphabetically [for example, Scott William Leslie rather than
William Leslie Scott] and is ‘searchable’ from the web page.
The first three items in Appendix 2 concern ‘The Founding Fathers’
[1] WL Scott; [2] Dr Guthlac Wilson and [3] Sir Cyril Kirkpatrick, while
the fourth item provides some information about the Executive
Partners and Directors of Scott Wilson Scotland and something
about those, who’s roots were in the Glasgow Office, who made their
mark elsewhere.

Dr Guthlac Wilson 1902-1953

Papers on Projects are listed as Project/Author in Appendix 1.
Other Papers are listed as Author/Title in Appendix 2.

Sir Cyril Kirkpatrick 1872-1957
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